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Rather than face these fierce sentinels, the submissive
clerk stayed at home. He is, in fact, usually a spiritless
creature, timid of authority, and jealous of his fellow
workers. He had no hope that independence would
change his fortune; rather he knew that promotion
in future would go less by merit than by interest.
Yet if any Egyptian had cause to feel bitterness
against the State it was the humble .government
employee. He was very near privation* His salary
was constant,1 while the cost of living was always
rising.2 Authority complacently ignored the dis-
crepancy. No explanation has been offered which
satisfactorily excuses the neglect of the Government
to apply a remedy, and their Inaction undoubtedly
contributed indirectly to the discontent prevailing
in the towns. A permanent and general increase of
salaries in 1918 would have been 3 lieavy drain on the
Budget; but no official of the Ministry of Finance
could deny that the purchasing power of the Egyptian
pound had sadly diminished, or could truthfully plead
that the State was unable to meet this fresh, but
legitimate, call upon her resources. During the pre-
1	Only the lowest paid categories of service had received a war bonus
to meet the increased cost of living.   Nothing was done for other
classes until the autumn of 1919, when an all-round addition of •
20 per cent, was made to salaries, together with a generous temporary
allowance.
2	The point is illustrated by the steady rise in the prices of wheat
and maize during the years of war :

Average price of
Average pi ice of
Wheat in ardebs
Maize in ardebs
Tear.     in February.
in February,
1914       ££.1-420
££.1-090
1915              1*580
0*940
1916             1730
1*110
1917             2-950
1-670
1918             3-850
1*970
One ardeb of wheat =
1 50 kilogrammes.
One ardeb of maize =
140 kilogrammes.

